
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

GARO AB (publ) Corp. Reg. No. 556071–7772 is a company that develops, manufactures and markets innovative products and systems for the electrical installations 

market under its own brand. GARO’s customer offering is to provide complete solutions in the product areas of Electrical distribution products, E-mobility, Project 

business & Temporary Power with a focus on electrical safety, user-friendliness and sustainability. GARO was founded in 1939, has its head office in Gnosjö and is 

today an international company with operations in six countries with around 500 employees. The company’s production units in Sweden are located in Gnosjö and 

Värnamo, as well as in Szczecin, Poland. GARO is listed on Nasdaq Stockholm under the ticker name GARO. For more information, see www.garo.se 

  

 

Press release  June 15, 2022 

 

GARO is expanding operations in the UK to meet 

increased demand 
 

GARO is continuing to invest and is expanding operations in the UK to meet the increased demand in the 

British market, primarily in the GARO E-mobility business area. The investment means that GARO is moving to 

premises in the new industry and business center Urban Express Park. The park has a strategic location with 

good connections to both Birmingham city center and nearby areas. More efficient logistics management is 

created in the market with the close proximity to Birmingham. 

 

“The number of electric cars in the UK increased in 2021 by 73% and with new legislative requirements that 

require the expansion of charging infrastructure, demand for safe electric car charging is continuing to steadily 

rise. With favorable growth opportunities in both of our business areas – GARO E-mobility and GARO 

Electrification – we are investing in leasing new premises strategically positioned close to Birmingham city,” 

says Patrik Andersson, CEO of GARO Group. 

 

Paul Fox, Managing Director of GARO Electric Ltd, is pleased about what the new investment means for the 

development of the operations in the British market. “The new premises will provide us with the opportunity for 

significant growth in the organization and further strengthen our commitment. The new location of office and 

training premises will create the opportunity to expand our customer focus, primarily with more training closer 

to customers,” says Paul Fox. 

 

GARO Electric Ltd will move into the new premises in the third quarter of 2022.  

 

For more information, please contact: 

Patrik Andersson, CEO: +46 (0)76 148 44 44 

Paul Fox, Managing Director: +353 86 259 6493 

 

 

 

 

 

 


